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The Checking of Information Systems Models Using Rules7
Ruta Dubauskaite, Olegas Vasilecas, Algis Saulis
Abstract: Different models are developed when information system (IS) is designed by data,
process and other aspects. The representation of information system through various models is related to
the problem of ensuring consistency among different models. The problem of models inconsistency can
be solved by using of formal or partially formal models with constraints. However formal models are often
too complex to be used in practice. Semi-formal models are widely used, but constraints used in such a
models often are suitable only for one model and relationships among models are not defined. Hence the
author of paper suggests extending of IS approach based on semi-formal models and constraints, by
adding the consistency rules for IS models. The proposed approach is illustrated by a case study.
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INTRODUCTION
The models of processes, states, structure and other models are created when
modelling information system by various aspects. Sometimes the models of different
aspects are not related. Even more, contradictory information can be provided in them.
The expressing of information system through various models is related to the problem
of ensuring consistency among different models. Consistency means that the
structures, features and elements that appear in one model are compatible and in
alignment with the content of other models [1].
Model-driven architecture (MDA) puts models into the centre of the information
system development process as the source of transformation to platform-specific
models (PSM). PSM is used for code generation [2]. Unambiguous models are
necessary for the successful accomplishment of the tasks of models transformation and
code generation [3]. Therefore checking consistency among related models is very
important. Hence the objective of paper is to improve consistency of information
systems models.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section “Related Work” gives
a brief overview on approaches of ensuring information systems models consistency.
Section “Checking of Information Systems Models Using Rules” presents the suggested
approach of ensuring IS models consistency. Section “A Case Study” illustrates the
usage of suggested approach for ensuring consistency. Section “Conclusions and
Future Works” concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
The problem of ensuring models consistency can be solved: i) using matrixes; ii)
modelling system using semi-formal language with constraints; iii) modelling system
using formal language.
Matrix can be used for showing consistency rules among different aspect semimodels [4]. For example the usage of entity-function matrix helps to check the
consistency of structure and behaviour models. But this approach does not take into
consideration constraints of every aspect model. Consistency of information systems
models means correctness both of one model and among all models of information
system.
Information system models can be created using natural language, semi-formal or
formal modelling language. UML (Unified Modelling Language) is the most popular semi
formal modelling language [3]. But the usage of UML can not ensure that created
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models are consistent, because of lack of formal semantics [2]. Part of semantics is
defined by OCL (Object Constraint Language) constraints, most of them are provided in
UML specification by natural language that is claimed to be precise. Berkenkotter [3]
rectifies UML constrains expressed in OCL and formalizing UML constrains express in
natural language. The main disadvantage of these works [3, 5] is that constrains only for
one model are defined, but consistency rules among different models are not present.
Another suggested approach of ensuring models consistency is based on formal
models [2, 6, 7]. Formal models are expressed by formal modelling language, for
example Maude (based on rewriting logic) [2] description logic [7]. Most formal
languages have inference mechanisms. These inference mechanisms allow to reason
about the consistencies of knowledge bases. The approach based on formal models
considers both static and dynamic features of object-oriented systems. The result of
models checking is formal text. It is difficult enough to understand formal text even for
developers of information systems.
More information about approaches of ensuring models consistency is provided in
our paper [8].
CHECKING OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS MODELS USING RULES
The analysis of ensuring consistency approaches shows the inconsistency
problem can be solved by using of formal or semi-formal models with constraints.
Formal models are often too complex to be used in practice. Semi-formal models are
widely used, but their constraints often are applied only for one model and relationships
among models are not defined. Semi-formal languages are more understandable in
comparison with formal languages. Semi-formal languages are also more precise in
comparison with natural languages. Therefore it is relevant to improve consistency of
semi-formal models.
Based on the research performed the authors of paper suggest to define
constraints for aspect model in explicit way and define consistency rules among aspect
models in explicit way. The approach of ensuring models consistency in object-oriented
models is presented in fig. 1.
The usage of defined constraints and consistency rules allows detecting models
consistency conflicts. If constraints are expressed in explicit way then it is possible to
automate the process of checking consistency of developed models. When conflicts are
detected then they can be removed in such way improving consistency of models. The
usage of suggested approach and defined constraints and consistency rules are
illustrated by a case study in the following section of the paper.
A CASE STUDY
According to suggested approach it is recommended to define constraints and
consistency rules in explicit way. The example of UML model consistency rule and
using of it for detecting inconsistencies in models of books library information system
are presented in the chapter. Due to space limitations only one consistency rule is
presented.
The authors of this paper define consistency rule between UML class and
sequence models. Classes and their relations show static structure of data, while
sequence model presents interactions of classes. Consistency rules are defined for
metamodel. According to UML superstructure specification [9] the lifeline of sequence
model can be related with class of class model through ConnectableElement (“The
classifier containing the referenced ConnectableElement must be the same classifier, or
an ancestor, of the classifier that contains the interaction enclosing this lifeline.”).
Let’s consider we are analysing books library domain and modelling:

•

The process of books search using sequence model.
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•

The static structure of books using class model.

We remind the main elements of class model are classes and relations among
them.

Fig. 1 Approach of checking consistency of IS models
Class consist of three parts: name, attributes and operations. Class defines type of
object data. The main elements of sequence model are lifelines of objects and
messages, sent and received by lifelines in order to perform process.
The authors of the paper suggest defining consistency rule between operations of
class and messages of lifeline in order to test the suggested approach. Consistency rule
consists of a textual description and a formal constraint expressed in OCL.
The operation of classifier containing the referenced Message of Connectable
element must be the same operation of the classifier that contains the interaction
enclosing this message of lifeline.
context ce : UML::CompositeStructures::InternalStructures::
ConnectableElement inv OperationOfClassMustBeMessageOfLifeLine :
ce.class.operation=ce.lifeline.interaction.message
Using consistency rule OperationOfClassMustBeMessageOfLifeLine helps to
detect consistency conflict between models presented in fig 2. Static structure, classes
and their relations can be presented graphically using UML class diagram. While
interactions can be showed using UML sequence diagram. Lifeline Book (fig. 2, right
column) is related with class Book (fig. 2, left column). Lifeline Book has message
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getBookDetails. While class Book, which is equivalent of lifeline Book, has no operation.
Operation getBookDetails is also not present is this class. It means that static structure
and behaviour models are inconsistent.

Fig. 2 The example of models and their consistency conflicts
If designer add operation getBookDetails to class Book, then consistency between
static structure and behaviour models would be improved.
The process of checking models consistency rules can be automated using CASE
tools. Because of space limitations, CASE tools are not detailed here. Checking
consistency of UML models using MagicDraw UML and PowerDesigner tools is
presented in our paper [12]. The authors of the paper implement consistency rules
using MagicDraw UML tool [8].
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The analysis of related works shows semi-formal models are widely used, but their
constraints often are applied only for one aspect and relations among models are not
defined. Despite many results that have been achieved on models consistency, the
problem of ensuring models consistency is still open and relevant.
Based on the research performed the authors of paper suggest extending of
object-oriented methods by defining constraints for aspect model in explicit way and
consistency rules among aspect models in explicit way.
A case study shows that the using of suggested approach allows detecting of
inconsistencies of different aspect models.
In future works we are going to elicit consistency rules from different object
oriented methods and from metamodels of modelling languages expressed in explicit
and implicit way. The next step is implementing of defined rules in MagicDraw UML tool
and testing the suggested approach with defined consistency rules.
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